Instructions for Transportation
From the airport
The most efficient way to come from the airport to the hotel or to the conference place is the
metro or taxi. For the metro, you can get information about schedules, times, and distances at
http://www.metromadrid.es/en/index.html
Concerning the fares, a single trip ticket is 1.5€, while a 10-trip ticket is 9.30€. Given that you
will certainly use the metro many times it is advisable a 10-trip ticket.
Travel Conditions can be found here
http://www.metromadrid.es/en/viaja_en_metro/tarifas/billetes/contenido02.html
IMPORTANT: When coming from/going to the airport you will be charged an extra 1€.
Information about this can be found here
http://www.metromadrid.es/en/viaja_en_metro/tarifas/billetes/contenido07.html

From the Hotel Tryp Menfis to the conference place
The hotel Tryp Menfis is located in the center of Madrid and is very close to the metro station
of Plaza de España. From this metro station you take line 3 direction Moncloa, change train
in Moncloa, to line 6 and drop off at the next stop, Ciudad Universitaria. As a total there are 4
stops, and takes about 17 minutes (excluding waiting times, usually less than 3 minutes).
At Ciudad Universitaria take the main exit door, next to the bar. From there you can go to the
right and walk 10 minutes up to the Faculty of Mathematics, or you can take the bus number
G or 82 and get off after 3 stops. The stops are announced on the bus. The 10-trip ticket
allows you to make one change from metro to bus. The stop of the conference place is called
“PARANINFO MATEMATICAS”. The GPS coordinates on Google Maps of the conference
place are Av Complutense @40.4495, -3.726.
The conference room is located inside the Faculty of Mathematics, “aula Miguel
de Guzman”, on floor ½ (yes it is floor one half, and this is not a movie of Mr. Potter). Once
you enter the Faculty of Mathematics go up the stairs for half a floor and then go left.

Social events
Welcome cocktail, March 26th, from 18:30 to 20:30.
The welcome cocktail will take place on March 26th, from 18:30 to 20:30. The location is
inside the Faculty of Mathematics at the Professors Bar. Once you enter the Faculty of
Mathematics go to the left and take the elevator up to the 3rd floor.

Conference Dinner, March 28th at 21:00.
The conference dinner will take place at the Bokado restaurant, which is inside the Custom’s
Museum. The dinner place is at walking distance (15 minutes) from the conference place and
one can also use the bus service. The GPS coordinates on Google Maps are Av Complutense
@40.4397, -3.7273 .

Conference end, March 29th at 16:00: Chips and Beer
In order to have a happy ending of the conference we will have a “sort of” typical Spanish party
with chips and beer in the same conference place or, depending on the weather, in the garden
in front of it. People who like to take some drink or other food from its place are also welcome.
We have a fridge to preserve food.

